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Nestled in the heart of South Cronulla, OMNIA is a boutique collection of only nine x three bedroom apartments that

epitomises the perfect fusion of ageless elegance and contemporary living. Developed and built by renowned

award-winning developer, Bronxx, each residence has been meticulously crafted to cater to the discerning lifestyle

buyer.Omnia's design philosophy revolves around flooding its interiors with natural light, taking inspiration from its

coastal surroundings. Each space is thoughtfully curated, showcasing a triple aspect that ensures an abundance of

daylight. The craftsmanship and attention to detail throughout the property are of the highest order.- the culmination of

ageless elegance and tranquil living, a testament to sophisticated design. Just two apartments per floor- OMNIA was

named finalist in three categories in the prestigious HIA awards- crafted and constructed by award-winning developer

Bronxx. OMNIA stands as the epitome of luxury living and exceptional craftsmanship- stunning chef's kitchens are

equipped with Grohe tapware, Bosch European appliances, and sleek stone benchtops- durable polyurethane joinery and

dual climate control ducted air conditioning offer functionality for year round enjoyment- luxurious bathrooms feature

frameless shower screens and porcelain tiles, offering a spa-like experience- designer hardware, custom joinery, and an

abundance of storage solutions cater to your every need- tiled flooring graces the living and dining areas, while plush

carpets provide comfort in the bedrooms- modern amenities include keyless entry, flush internal floor thresholds, and

private balconies with leafy outlooks add to the contemporary appeal- uncompromising quality, Omnia is finished to the

highest standards with no shared common walls, ensuring privacy and comfort- stone-clad Jetmaster fireplaces add an

extra layer of comfort to your home - each residence boasts AWS windows and a concrete roof structure for durability-

secure lock-up garages and storage options provide convenience and peace of mindFor more information or to arrange a

private inspection contact Suzanne Hibberd 0414 344 222.


